Evolved Psychological Mechanisms as Constraints on Optimization
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Behavior and its underpinning mechanisms are the product of evolution by natural selection just as many other biological traits. This does not imply that all behavior should be optimal. The biological optimization agent is natural selection, not the behaving organism. Behavior may or may not be close to optimal depending on the degree to which the current circumstances match the organism’s typical ecology. Evolved mechanisms impose constraints, and situations generating suboptimal preferences are singular opportunities to study the particulars of such mechanisms.
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Behavior and its underpinning mechanisms are products of the same evolutionary process that lead to eyes, thumbs, or insect wings. Through natural selection, heritable traits that best promote reproduction and survival increase their frequency across generations, ultimately leading to evolutionary change. In the long term, such traits appear as if they had been designed to maximize inclusive fitness. Just as wings appear designed to enhance flight efficiency, so too do known psychological mechanisms appear designed to optimize the net return of behavioral allocation.

Driven by naive interpretations of this premise, researchers often conclude that most (if not all) behavior should be flexible and perfectly adaptable to the environmental demands. Because behavior and its supporting mechanisms were sculpted by the optimizing action of natural selection, it is frequently assumed that behavior itself must be optimal. This conclusion erroneously moves the biological optimization agent to the current, real-time behaving agent when in fact natural selection acted in the past—current behavioral patterns are those that outperformed other variants across generations. They are presently adaptive only if the circumstances still reflect the chief statistical properties of the environments that shaped them. Consequently, behavior may be close to optimal in the environment that an animal is likely to encounter in its typical ecology but suboptimal when the current environment does not mirror the main features of the environment where it evolved. It all comes to the match between the domain of selection and the domain of testing (Houston, McNamara, & Steer, 2007; Stevens & Stephens, 2010).

Thus, animals are not expected to behave optimally in every circumstance. On average, the available behavioral processes must perform well across a range of different circumstances; otherwise they would be selected against. But they also can and do lead to suboptimal behavior when the situation deviates from...
the species’ typical ecological demands (Fawcett et al., 2014; McNamara & Houston, 2009). In fact, the catalogue of “irrational” or suboptimal behaviors identified in both human and nonhuman animals has been growing steadily in recent decades (e.g., Bateson, Healy, & Hurly, 2002; Doyle, O’Connor, Reynolds, & Bottomley, 1999; Gigerenzer, Hertwig, & Pachur, 2011; Goldstein & Gigerenzer, 2002; Kalenschker, Tobler, Huijbers, Daselaar, & Pennartz, 2010; Shafir, 1994; Shafir, Waite, & Smith, 2002; Waite, 2001). These deviations are interesting not because they question normative approaches (which they do not) but because they expose specific situations where evolved mechanisms backfire. They are opportunities to identify such mechanisms, understand their nuts and bolts, and perhaps begin to grasp their adaptive significance.

The Zentall lab has been a prolific contributor to this literature through inventive and persistent experimentation (e.g., Zentall, 2010, 2011, 2013, 2014; Zentall, 2016a, 2016b; Zentall, Case, & Luong, 2016). In his latest contribution, Zentall (2019) tours another set of indisputably suboptimal choice behavior. He shows how several animal species repeatedly prefer one over two pieces of food (the less-is-better effect); how they prefer one piece of food delivered immediately over two pieces of the same food, one now and the second delayed (the ephemeral choice task); and how animals commit errors of anticipation and perseveration even when reliable cues are available to guide their behavior (the midsession reversal task). After asking what evolved mechanisms could account for such deviations, Zentall concludes that “suboptimal behavior can be explained in terms of evolved heuristics that work reasonably well in nature but sometimes fail under laboratory conditions” (p. 13).

The term heuristic carries a theoretical meaning in the behavioral sciences. Although Zentall (2019) does not specify the boundaries within which he uses the term, we argue that heuristics understood as shortcuts to find quick and efficient (optimal or not) solutions pose problems to the entire enterprise. The search for such heuristics implements a sort of behavioral gambit (Fawcett, Hamblin, & Giraldeau, 2013) that, even though reminiscent of the phenotypic gambit, is probably not granted. Whereas the phenotypic gambit assumes that the genetic makeup does not constrain the evolution of phenotypes (Grafen, 1984) and is regarded as a suitable approximation in the long term, this variation of the behavioral gambit assumes that existing psychological mechanisms do not constrain the emergence of bespoke rules for each problem. In our view, this assumption is misguided particularly for flexible behaviors that change within an individual’s lifetime.

The notion that agents may follow simple rules capable of producing either optimal or sufficiently good solutions has been explored in several disciplines. Whereas in human cognitive psychology these rules are known as heuristics (e.g., Gigerenzer & Goldstein, 1996; Gigerenzer et al., 2011), in behavioral ecology they are usually referred to as rules of thumb (e.g., Davies, Krebs, & West, 2012). The common assumption seems to be that natural selection will endow organisms with specific solutions to the problems that organisms face repeatedly across generations. Considering the demands that animals face within and across generations, this approach implies the existence of both an extensive collection of such rules and an overseeing mechanism to select the rule to use in each situation (Kacelnik, 2012; Vasconcelos, Fortes, & Kacelnik, 2017). For instance, in the less-is-better effect (preference for one desirable piece of food over the same food plus a less desirable item), Zentall (2019) proposed an averaging heuristic of the two possible outcomes, which reduces the value of the alternative with more food, yet under which circumstances this heuristic would be advantageous and how this heuristic is selected among others remain unclear. In addition, the approach seems to neglect well-known and general psychological mechanisms such as those emanating from learning theory, favoring the search for innovative yet narrow-domain algorithms.

We argue instead that natural environments are so complex and dynamic that the best natural selection can do, particularly when behaviors vary within each life span, is to furnish an animal with a set of general-purpose, broad-domain mechanisms. We favor the search for general mechanisms that perform well, on the average, in a variety of problems rather the search for a collection of complex rules (i.e., heuristics) that perform well on a very circumscribed set of problems (cf. McNamara & Houston, 2009).

The search for mechanisms should go hand in hand with functional queries. It is when they are considered jointly that we understand how functional issues constrain which mechanisms evolve and how existing
mechanisms restrict the set of available solutions to a problem. Thus, when faced with seemingly paradoxical preferences, one should ask how the puzzling results could originate from known mechanisms possibly operating under circumstances different from those that helped shape their current form and function. In other words, we replace heuristics by learning processes independently known. Such a theoretical exercise should then be followed by extensive testing of the assumptions made and, one hopes, of novel predictions derived from them (Vasconcelos, Machado, & Pandeirada, 2018). Obviously, when needed, known processes should be supplemented by new proposals. Within-trial contrast, for instance, illustrates well how new proposals are sometimes needed to buttress known mechanisms (cf. Zentall, 2010).

To conclude, independently known learning mechanisms are the product of evolution by natural selection just as many other biological traits. They can be conceived as possible adaptations, but they also impose constraints on optimization. Once this dual nature of learning mechanisms is recognized, suboptimal preferences can be used as tools to understand them, not as tools to dispel them.
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